“Union Catalogue Database of Japanese Texts” Was Launched on March 1

As already announced, the National Institute of Japanese Literature integrated the "Union Catalogue of Early Japanese Books" and the "Database of Pre-Modern Japanese Works" to provide the new "Union Catalogue Database of Japanese Texts".

The "Union Catalogue Database of Japanese Texts" is an advanced database that combines the contents and functions of the "Union Catalogue of Early Japanese Books" and the "Database of Pre-Modern Japanese Works".

Name: Union Catalogue Database of Japanese Texts
URL:  https://kokusho.nijl.ac.jp/?ln=en


For a while, the URL of the old databases will be redirected to the URL of the "Union Catalogue Database of Japanese Texts", but please change your registration.

For the details, please see the service site of “Union Catalogue Database of Japanese Texts”.

For inquiries, please contact us at
The National Institute of Japanese Literature
E-mail: kokusho(at)nijl.ac.jp
( Please convert (at) to @. )